Abstract. For any complex Grassmann manifold C, we classify all endomorphisms of the rational cohomology ring of G which are nonzero on dimension 2. Some applications of this result are given.
1. Introduction. Let Gk " denote the complex Grassmann manifold of /c-dimensional subspaces of C"+k. Then Gkn is a A:«-dimensional complex manifold. In this paper we give a partial classification of endomorphisms of the cohomology ring H*(Gk "; Q). This is useful as a first step toward classifying self-maps of Gkn, and has several other consequences (see §7).
The cohomology ring H*(Gk n;Q) is generated by elements cx, c2,...,ck, with c, G H2'(Gk "; Q). Since c, is the only generator in dimension 2, any endomorphism of H*(Gk n; Q) sends c, to a multiple of itself. The main result of this paper is as follows. Remark. A Hermitian inner product on C"+k gives a homeomorphism of Gk " onto Gn k by orthogonal complementation, so there is no loss of generality in considering only Gk n with k < n. Theorem 1.1 includes a classification of automorphisms of H*(Gk n;Q). Such a classification, for k < n, was first given in the unpublished work of Brewster [3] , and Brewster's result is used in [4] to prove Theorem 1.1 for k < n. The proof given here draws heavily on [3] , but is shorter and includes the case k = n. The main innovation is the use of the hard Lefschetz theorem.
To complete the classification of endomorphisms of H*(Gk n; Q), it suffices to describe those endomorphisms h with h(cx ) = 0. We make the following conjecture. Conjecture 1.2. The only endomorphism h of H*(Gk "; Q) with h(cx) = 0 is the zero endomorphism.
If this conjecture is true, then the hypothesis "m ¥= 0" in Theorem 1.1 can be omitted. The conjecture is true if n > 2k2 -k -1 or k =s 3, as follows from [16 and 5] (except for the cases n = k = 2 and n -k = 3, which are easily checked). Theorem 1.1 is proved in § §3-6, after a discussion of the cohomology ring H*(Gk n; Q) in §2. Some applications are discussed briefly in §7.
The results of this paper are part of the author's thesis [11] written under the supervision of F. P. Peterson. The author is indebted to him for encouragement and suggestions. Also important to this work were conversations of the author with Alain Lascoux and Richard Stanley. Finally, the author thanks Bill Homer for directing him to [5 and 3] where Ikn is the ideal generated by (c_1)n+/, 1 < i < k (here (c~x)q is the part of the formal inverse of c in dimension 2q).
Remark. Ik " contains all the elements (c')^, q > n, and in fact c-x = l + (c-x)i + ---+ (c-x)"EH*(Gk,n;Q)
is the Chern class of the orthogonal complement bundle of y. We first establish notation for partitions. A partition A of an integer n > 0 is a sequence XX^X2> ■ ■ ■ > X, > 0 of integers with A, + • • • +X7 = n. We call A, the greatest part of X, and l(X) -I the length of X. We write X = X,\2 • • ■ X¡ and |\|= n. Sometimes we shall use superscripts to indicate repetition, so 3221 means 3321 and not 921. Associated to X is its diagram, which is a left-justified array of boxes with A, boxes in the z'th row. For example, X = 3321 has diagram as shown below.
By reflecting the diagram of X through its main diagonal, we get the diagram of another partition À' with | X' | = | X \. Formally, a; = order of {q\\q>p}.
The partition X' is called the conjugate partition of X: conjugation is an involution exchanging greatest part and length. (1) (l+ex + ---+ek)(l-hx+h2-)=1.
Another identity is proved in [15, p. 15] . The common value of both sides of (2) is called the Schur function (or S-function) associated to À and denoted sx. The sx are symmetric functions, and in fact {íx | /( A) < k) is a basis for Ak [15, p. 24] .
We are now in a position to describe Ikn, hence H*(Gk "; Q), in terms of symmetric functions. By (1), we see that identifying c, and e¡ with identifies (c'x)¡ with (-l)'h¡. Hence Ik ", considered as an ideal in Ak, is generated by hn+¡,.. -,hn+k. This ideal contains all the h¡, i > n (use (1)). So we have the following result. Theorem 2.3. There is an isomorphism Ak/[hx \i > n) -» H*(Gk n;Q) taking e¡(tx,...,tk)toc¡. Now it is a classical result of algebraic geometry that H*(Gk "; Q) has basis {ox|A,</7, l(X)<k), where the elements ax E Hm(Gk "; Q) are the Poincaré duals of the Schubert cycles (see e.g. [8] ). The next result gives a simple relation between the aA and the Schur functions sx. Remark. The relationship between the sx and the ax was first explained in [12] , though the formal similarity between the multiplication rules for the ax (i.e., the classical Schubert calculus) and those for the sx was noted earlier; see [17] for details.
In the sequel we shall write cx = det(cx -p+q)\síp,q*íi and cx -cxcx^ ■ ■ • cx for a partition A = A,A2-A/. By 2.2 and 2.4 cx = (-l)wav. Thus H2i(Gkn;Q) has basis {cA | A. G P(i)}, where P(i) is the set of partitions A with |A|= i, A, «s k, and /(A) < n. Now P(i) has a total ordering defined by putting u > A if the first nonzero difference ur -Ar, 1 =£ r =£ n, is positive. It is evident (from expanding the determinant) that cX = cx + 2 Dp
for some integers D . Thus, we have the following fact.
Proposition 2.5. H2'(Gkn; Q) has basis {cx | A G P(i)}.
3. The hard Lefschetz theorem. In this section we use the hard Lefschetz theorem to establish a result (Theorem 3.3) which "almost" proves Theorem 1.1 by induction. This partial result is the basis for the remainder of the proof.
The hard Lefschetz theorem was first stated by Lefschetz [13] for projective varieties, though the first rigorous proof is due to Hodge [10] . Other references are [18 and 8] . Since Gk n is a Kahler manifold with Kahler class a, = -c,, we immediately have the following corollary. H2i(Gk,";Q)^H2k»-2i(Gk,";Q).
Thus, {cf"-2'cju G P(i)} is a basis for H2kn'2'(Gkn; Q).
By Poincaré duality, cup product is a nonsingular dual pairinĝ 2,(^,n;Q)®^2^2'(^,n;Q)-QThus, if we define a matrix M = (MllX)liXeP(i) by cx"~2'c)icx = MßXck, then 3.2 implies M is nonsingular. This observation is the key to proving the next result. Since det M ^ 0, evidently /!" ^ 0. Equation (6) divided by A¡¡, together with (4) for ¡i E Q(i), gives a system
which can be solved using (5) to give
In what follows, h will be an endomorphism of H*(Gk ,,;Q) with /z(c,) = mcx, m ¥= 0. Coefficients a, u G P(/), will be defined by (1) for 1 < /' < k. Then Proof. By 3.3, we have h2(cx) = m2'cl whenever h(ct) = m'ct, t < i. Iterate to get hN(c¡) = mN'ct, 1 < i < k, for some N. Then the conclusion follows.
We shall set a¡ = e¡m' for 1 < ; < k, so each e¡ is ± 1 (note e, = 1). By 3.3, to prove h(cx) = m'c¡ it suffices to prove e, = 1 for / < i. 4 . Computations in top dimension. By the remarks following 3.4, to establish Theorem 1.1 for n > k it suffices to show e¡,= 1, 1 < /' < k. In this section we prove e2 = 1 for n > k 3= 2, and compute h(c2) when n -k and e2 = -1. The method is explicit computation based on a formula (Proposition 4.2) for coefficients in H2k"(Gkn;Q).
If ix is a partition without ones, | it |*£ kn, and u, < k, we define M^ by the relation cf"-Wc" = AL^" in H2k"(Gkn; Q). Now suppose e2 = -1. By 3.3,
Jl22 ivia (0 is the empty partition, so ck" -M0ck). Assume kn ^ 6 (as when n> k>2). Then applying h to ck"~6c\ = M222ck, using (1), expanding out the resulting equation and rewriting everything as a multiple of ck, we get , , M222 M21 l M-, \ So e2 = -1 implies (2) for kn > 6: we shall show (2) cannot hold for n > A: > 2.
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First we give a combinatorial description of Poincaré duality in H*(Gk n;Q).
Given a partition A G P(i), the dual partition X E P(kn -i) is defined by X = k By comparing coefficients of specific terms in (1) and (2), we shall obtain relations in the a^.
In what follows, we define p and r by n -pk + r, 0 < r < k, and set a = ek_xek. (3) and (4) to obtain e, = ak~'ek for i > r + 1.
To finish the proof, we need only consider the case k <2r. Here we examine the coefficient of ck_r+u+xcrck_uc¡¡~] iah(Rk_r+x), 0 < u < r -1, to find ak-r + u+\arak-uak ~^k-r+\-Examining the coefficient of ck_r+u+xcrck_ucg~x in h(Rk_r+2), 0 < u < r -2, gives
Kk-r+2 --n;Krk-T+1\ 2r = k+l.
From these equations we get ones corresponding to (3) to (4), and we proceed as above to show e¡ -ak~'ek for ; > k -r + 1.
In the case r = 0, 5.1 is enough to prove Theorem 1. Case 2. r = f. We suppose /> 3: the case r = f -2 requires a special argument, which is omitted. Let 1 < t </-1. Compare coefficients of ctc,cpk and ct+fcp in /!(*,) to get (6) a/t = (p + 2)(a,af-at+/). Now compare coefficients of c,cjc£~x and cl+,cp to get 6afiaff~ 6(P + 2)atafaff~ 3(P + 2)a/af,= (P + 2)(P + 3){a<+fak ~ a,a/)-Use (5) and (6) to substitute for affand af, respectively. The result is (7) el+f=erefek, Kt<f-\.
If ek = -1, then (7) together with e2 = 1 gives (8) e/+2 = -ef.
(This uses /> 3.) Compare coefficients of cj+xc£~x and CfCf+xcf+2ck°~x in h(R3) (again using/3s 3) to get aj+x = afaf+2: but then efef+2 -1, contradicting (8) . So Caie 3./< r < k. Compare coefficients of cfcf+xc£ and cjcf+xc£ ' in A(ÄA_r+1) to get 6aff -( p + 3)(a2 -ak). Together with (5), this gives the conclusion.
We note that the argument of Case 2 above can be improved to yield the following result.
Proposition 5.4. If k = 2/ and r = /, then Theorem 1.1 holds.
Proof. As in Case 2, we assume / > 3 and omit the special argument for r = / = 2. Now ek = 1 by 5.3, so (7) is (9) «,+/=«,*/. \<t<f-\.
By 5.1, (io) Et+f = ak-f-<ek = af+> for 1 < t </. Thus e,ey= a/+', 1 < r </-1. Since e, = e2 = 1, this means a/+l = £7 = a/+2, i.e. a = 1. But then ef = 1, and by (10) e/+( = 1 for 1 < t </. Hence (9) becomes e, = 1, 1 < t </-1, and we have e, = 1 for 1 < i < k. Theorem 1.1 then follows in this case. Now we turn to the case where k is odd.
Proposition 5.5. Ifk = 2f+ 1, then ek -a.
Proof. We can assume r ¥= 0. Except for r = /, we have £|£y+, = a = e^ and the conclusion follows. Suppose now r=f>2 (r -f = 1 requires a special argument). Then compare coefficients of cf+2cp and cfcf+xcf+2cp~x in h(R2) to obtain a/+i/= (/> + 2)(afaf+x -aA).
Together with (11), this gives the conclusion. Using 5.7, we then obtain the conclusion as in the proof of 6.1. We use Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 to deduce the following result.
Theorem 6.3. Ifmin{k -r + 1, r + 1, /} < w < u < k andw + u> k, then au-wmu-wawk_u = (u-W+l)auk_u.
Proof. We proceed by induction on u -w. For u -w the conclusion is trivial. Suppose the result holds for w -vv < z, and take u, w with u -w = i and which satisfy the hypothesis. Then by 6.1 with v = w + 1 (or by 6.2 if w -f ), awk-uau+\ ~aK+\k-uau~X~auk-uaw+\-Divide by aw+x, using 5.7, to get (2) a»-»mu-»awk_u = au-w+xm«-»+law+Xk_u + auk_u.
By the induction hypothesis, a»-"+xm»-*+xaw+Xk_u=(u-w)auk_u.
Substitute this in (2) to obtain the conclusion. Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
